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This paper outlines a method of determining the deformation and strength parameters for a hypothetical, 

homogeneous, substitute material which approximates the properties of heterogeneous materials in reinforced 

concrete elements. The model of the substitute material creates a concrete reference model, in which the static - 

strength - deformation parameters were modified on the basis of the homogenizing function with the

homogenization coefficient assumed as the effective reinforcement ratio of the reinforced concrete structural 

elements. The results of the comparative analysis of the numerical models using the hypothetical substitute 

material with experimental results for statically loaded beams and deep beams taken from the literature are 

presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of a hypothetical model of a substitute material to simulate the behavior of large-size building 

objects of a reinforced concrete structure has a significant influence on the efficiency of the 

calculation procedure. The manner of behavior of the numerical model of such a structural system 

depends heavily on the used material model, which constitutes an integral part of the modeling 

procedure of the mechanism of behavior and destruction of building objects. This problem becomes 

particularly important in the case of analyzing the problems of dynamic response of buildings under 

accidental loads (explosive, impact, shock). The full procedure for constructing a computational 
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model requires taking into account the appropriate accidental loads, determination the characteristics 

of its changes in time and space, development of a solution method while taking into account the 

physically and geometrically non-linear dynamic analysis, selection of the appropriate structural 

material models, development of a numerical model of the building, and carrying out the analyze of 

building model behavior. Due to the level of difficulty of modeling of complex structural systems of 

buildings of reinforced concrete as a heterogeneous material composition of concrete and reinforcing 

steel, the approach based on homogenization of reinforced concrete is used. 

The approach based on the homogenization of the heterogeneous reinforced concrete via the example 

of the structural plate is presented in [1]. Authors of the study used a division of a reinforced concrete 

plate over the height of the cross-section into zones of different strength parameters. A hypothetical 

model material for the analysis of cyclic loading was proposed. It should be noted that in the zones 

where reinforcement occurs increased strength parameters were used to form the layered material and 

then to establish the interaction between the layers. Determination of different parameters for the 

individual layers makes it so the material can still be treated as heterogeneous. The method of 

homogenization was not presented and the behavior of the material on the base of comparative 

analysis along with the experimental results using the proposed material model as a single layer was 

not tested. 

Another homogenization approach was used in paper [2], in which the authors, in turn, refer to  work 

[3]. In these works, the substitute homogeneous material was used with increased tensile strength and 

with increased deformation modulus in comparison with the reference material (i.e. reinforced 

concrete). The procedure for determining the parameters of a substitute material for the tested object 

relied on determining the strength characteristics of the material on the basis of only one element 

considered as the most critical element in the whole structure. Then, the parameters of the substitute 

material were determined�in such a way so as to achieve the similar stresses and strain distributions 

as would occur in a critical reinforced concrete element. 

In relation to the reinforced concrete elements and elements of the periodic microstructure, the 

uniform formulation of variational homogenization problems using the finite element method was 

used in works [4, 5]. 

The methodology of modeling reinforced concrete members based on the combination of the 

mechanical theory of mixtures and the framework of the Continuum Strong Discontinuity Approach 

using embedded crack finite elements, has been proposed for two- and three-dimensional modeling 

in papers [6, 7]. 
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Based on the review of existing literature, we can formulate the following conclusions: a great 

majority of studies concerning the modeling of the behavior of reinforced concrete buildings includes 

numerical analysis based on the heterogeneous material model, which is a composition of concrete 

and reinforcing steel together with the definition of cooperation between these materials [1, 2, 8]. No 

work on numerical analysis using the homogeneous model of substitute material presents a universal 

procedure for determining the static - strength - deformation parameters for such materials. 

The purpose of this work is to develop a substitute material model for analysis of reinforced concrete 

structures. Achieving this goal is conditioned by the determination of the material model parameters, 

taking into account the type of structure, system of reinforcement, and static - strength - deformation 

parameters of the component materials. A universal procedure was proposed for determining the 

parameters of a substitute material model on the basis of the homogenization function, in which the 

homogenization coefficient is assumed as equal to the effective reinforcement ratio of reinforced 

concrete structural elements. 

The confirmation of advantages in using the homogenization approach in modeling of reinforced 

concrete is the work of the authors of [9], in which it has been proven that the moment-curvature 

relationship of the cross-section with the homogeneous substitute material approximates the moment-

curvature relationship of the reinforced concrete cross-section with acceptable accuracy. 

2. HOMOGENIZING APPROACH FOR DETERMINING THE PARAMETERS OF 

THE SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL  

�

According to homogenization theory, reinforced concrete as the heterogeneous composition of 

concrete and reinforcing steel has been replaced with a homogeneous substitute material in which all 

strength and deformation parameters were determined to be a purposeful modification of the 

appropriate parameters of the concrete reference model. A schematic diagram of reinforced concrete 

homogenization is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of reinforced concrete homogenization  

The basis of the homogenization methodology of reinforced concrete elements is a method of 

determining the deformation - strength properties of the substitute material. The method relies on the 

modification of the parameters of any model concrete (i.e. the so-called reference model), as the 

commonly used model material with progressive damage, developed by Lubliner et al. [3], modified 

by Lee and Fenves [10], and incorporated into the software of the Abaqus system using the 

homogenizing function:  

(2.1) �� � �� � �� � �	 .

The homogenizing function (2.1) transforms the parameters of the constituent materials of reinforced 

concrete; concrete �� �{
� – compressive strength, 
�� – tensile strength, �� – deformation modulus, 

�  – coefficient of transversal deformability, ��  – specific mass} and reinforcing steel �	 � {
�  – 

plasticity limit, and �	, 	, �	, respectively}, into the corresponding parameters of a homogeneous 

substitute material ��  by means of the homogenization coefficient �� , which was adopted as the 

effective reinforcement ratio of the reinforced concrete element: 

(2.2)                                                           �� � ���� . 

The effective reinforcement ratio of the reinforced concrete element is assumed as the function: 

(2.3)   ���� � ���� � ����� � ��� � ����� � ��� � ����� ,  
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where: �� � ���� ��� ���  – varied reinforcement ratios in the directions of � � ��  � ! , ��� �

�� 
��"#$%  – normalized coefficients taking into account the varied yield limits of reinforcing steel  


��� � &
��� 
��� 
��' in relation to the maximum yield limit 
��"#$ � ()*&
��' . 

3. CONCRETE REFERENCE MODEL

The plastic-damage model for concrete described in detail in the papers of Lubliner et al. [3] and Lee 

& Fenves [10] is adopted as the reference material model. Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show the curves for 

uniaxial compression +,-./0 and uniaxial tension +��-.10 as the basic functions determining the 

evolution law for stresses in relation to plastic strains. Equations of stress evolution determine the 

initial strengths of concrete for uniaxial compression 
�2  and tension 
��2 as well as the degradation 

parameters 3�  and 3��  determined in dependence on the specific energy of compressive 

deformation45� and tensile deformation 5��.

Fig. 2. The plastic-damage model for concrete: (a) evolution of uniaxial compression, (b) evolution of 

uniaxial tension, (c) plasticity limit function in the principal stress plane 
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In turn, in Fig. 2 (c), the plasticity limit function in the principal stress plane ( +6�, +6�), is presented. 

This function describes the strength for symmetrical biaxial compression 
72  associated with the 

strength for uniaxial compression 
�2 according to the relationship: 
72 � -�8�9 : �8 ;0
�2.

4. SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL MODEL 

The reference plastic-damage model for concrete in which all strength – deformation parameters have 

been replaced by model parameters determined in accordance with the assumptions of the 

homogenization method was adopted as the substitute material model.  

Taking into account the stress - strain idealizations for concrete for uniaxial compression and uniaxial 

tension proposed in [3, 10, 11] as well as the elastic – perfectly plastic model for reinforcing steel, 

the schematic diagram of a substitute model is presented in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of a substitute material model 

In the substitute material model, all the static – deformation – strength parameters have been 

designated in accordance with the assumptions of the homogenization method according to equations 

(2.1) and (2.2). 
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The following model parameters are specified: 

�� �{
��2 – the initial compressive strength, 
��2 – the initial tensile strength,4
��" – the maximum 

compressive strength, 
��"  – maximum tensile strength,4
�	  – the minimum compressive / tensile 

strength,4�� – deformation modulus, and � – coefficient of transversal deformability, �� – specific 

mass}. 

Moreover, the following strain limits describe the model. 

<� �{<��2 � �=>?
4@=  – the initial elastic strain in compression, <��2 � �=A?

4@=  – the initial elastic strain in 

tension, 4<��"  – strain corresponding to the maximum compressive strength, <��"  – strain 

corresponding to the maximum tensile strength,4<�� – the initial strain corresponding to minimum 

compressive strength, <�� – the initial strain corresponding to minimum tensile strength,4<��B – limit 

strain corresponding to minimum compressive strength (at buckling of rebar in a reinforced concrete 

structure), <��B – strain limit corresponding to minimum tensile strength (at rupture)}.  

3. VERIFICATION OF THE SUBSTITUTE MATERIAL MODEL

�

Verification of the substitute material model was carried out on the basis of numerical analysis for 

selected examples of beam and deep beam. The basis of verification was to compare the obtained 

results for the models of structural elements developed using the substitute material model with the 

experimental results for the reinforced concrete elements. 

The first numerical experiment taken into consideration was the Backhouse experimental beam C1

[12], for which the static scheme, the cross and the longitudinal sections, and the material data are 

shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4. Graph of the load-displacement in the midpoint of the beam  

The reinforcement ratios for directions: longitudinal �� � ;8;;CD, transverse vertical �� � ;8;;; C,

and transverse horizontal �� � ;8;;;�9, designate, according to (2.3), the effective reinforcement 

ratio ���� � ;8;;CD�, which was the basis for determining the substitute material parameters (2.1). 

The computational FE beam model was developed using the spatial division in the C3D8R type finite 

cubic elements (i.e. 8 nodal elements). In this model, the division of the finite element mesh in HEX 

solid elements measuring E4C; F C;4(( was introduced. Used in the beam model were 4298 finite 

elements connected (interacting) in 5912 nodes. The Newton-Raphson method was used to solve the 

problem. 

Based on the numerical computations, the graph of the displacement at the midpoint of the beam in 

the function of load is presented in Fig. 4. It is stated that the results for the model of the homogeneous 

beam from the substitute material show very good agreement of the maximum force in the state of 

the limit load and the corresponding displacement with the experimental results for the reinforced 

concrete beam. 

Another numerical study was carried out on the basis of Leonhardt and Walther’s [10] experimental 

deep beam WT3, for which the static scheme, reinforcement system, and the material data are shown 
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in Fig. 5. The experimental results of Leonhardt and Walther [13] are commonly used as the pattern 

results for comparison by other authors, e.g. Lewi�ski and Wojewódzki [14]. The analysis of the deep 

beam was performed for the so-called first level of static load carrying capacity of the deep beam, 

which – according to the authors of the experiment – corresponds to the attainment of the compressive 

strength within the normal vertical stresses in concrete in the vicinities over the supports. 

Fig. 5. Graph of the load-displacement at the midpoint of the bottom edge of deep beam 

The reinforcement ratios for directions: longitudinal �� � ;8;;; , transverse vertical �� � ;8;;�, 

and transverse horizontal �� � ;8;;�C, taking into account the correction coefficient for yield limits 

of the reinforcing steel �� � ;8CGC, designate the effective reinforcement ratio (2.3) ���� � ;8;;�G,

which is the basis for determining the substitute material parameters (2.1). 

The computational FE model of the deep beam was developed using the spatial division in C3D8R 

type finite cubic elements (8 nodal elements). In the model, the division of the finite element mesh in 

HEX type solid elements measuring  ; F  ;4((, was introduced in the bottom zone corresponding 

to the zone of the concentrated main reinforcement where H � G4(( diameter with dimensions of 

I; F I;4(( in the remaining upper part of the reinforced concrete deep beam WT3, Fig. 5. In the 

spatial division of the deep beam were used of 10360 finite elements, interacting in 13892 nodes. 
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Modeling of steel supports was applied using the elongation of the geometrical profile of the deep 

beam (at the locations of the steel supports and of the size of these supports), and it was then assigned 

to the steel strength parameters. In order to use the same finite element mesh for supporting steel 

plates which corresponds to the division of the bottom zone of the deep beam, finite elements with 

dimensions of  ; F  ;4(( were applied. 

Per the results of the numerical analysis of the homogeneous deep beam with a substitute material, 

the graph of the total load in the function of the displacement at the midpoint of the bottom edge was 

obtained, Fig. 5. The results of the numerical experiments for the homogeneous deep beam with 

substitute material indicate a slight (E J) difference in the load carrying capacity and a slightly 

greater (E�;J) difference in the maximum displacement in comparison with the experimental results 

for the reinforced concrete deep beam.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A hypothetical substitute material model for analysis of reinforced concrete structures was presented 

in this paper. This model was developed using the method of homogenization of reinforced concrete 

elements. The basis of this method is the way for determining the strength – deformation properties 

of the substitute material. A universal procedure was proposed for determining the parameters of a 

substitute material model (including compressive strength, tensile strength, deformation modulus, 

Poisson’s ratio, and specific mass) on the basis of the homogenization function. In this function, the 

homogenization coefficient was assumed as equal to the effective reinforcement ratio of reinforced 

concrete structural elements. 

This procedure enables modification of the parameters of any so-called reference concrete model. In 

this paper, the plastic - damage model of concrete by Lubliner et al. [3], commonly used in the Abaqus 

software, was adapted as the reference model. This solution allows the utilization of resources of the 

Abaqus software system, with the modified reference model as the substitute material model, for 

modeling and analysis of the structural elements. 

The presented comparative analysis for beams and deep beams justifies the application of the 

homogeneous substitute material model for the approximate modeling of the behavior of reinforced 

concrete elements. The effectiveness of the methodology of modeling the structure using a  

homogeneous substitute material indicates the possibility of its effective use also to the numerical 

analysis of complex structural members and large-size buildings of reinforced concrete structures. 

Confirmation of the effectiveness of the proposed model can be achieved by using it to analyze the 
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behavior of reinforced concrete beams and deep beams under static and dynamic loads in the works 

of J. Siwi�ski, A. Stolarski [15] and [16], as well as buildings of reinforced concrete under explosive 

load by J. Siwi�ski. A. Stolarski [17]. 

Depending on the degree of complexity of the computational analysis necessary, the proposed model 

of the substitute material can be applied to a single element (the highest degree of approximation of 

the homogenization coefficient), to specific areas of the structure, e.g. one storey (the intermediate 

level), or even to the entire structure (the lowest degree of approximation as the first approximation 

of solution). 
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MODEL JEDNORODNEGO MATERIAŁU ZAST�PCZEGO DO MODELOWANIA �ELBETU

Słowa kluczowe: Jednorodny materiał zast�pczy, Analiza numeryczna, Modelowanie �elbetu 

PODSUMOWANIE: 

W pracy przedstawiono model hipotetycznego materiału zast�pczego do analizy konstrukcji �elbetowych. Model ten 

opracowano z wykorzystaniem metodyki homogenizacji elementów �elbetowych. 

Podstaw� metodyki homogenizacji elementów �elbetowych jest sposób okre�lenia wła�ciwo�ci odkształceniowo – 

wytrzymało�ciowych materiału zast�pczego. Sposób ten polega na modyfikacji parametrów dowolnego modelu betonu 

(tj. tak zwanego modelu referencyjnego), np. powszechnie stosowanego modelu materiału plastycznego zniszczenia 

opracowanego przez Lublinera i.in., zmodyfikowanego przez Lee and Fenvesa i wł�czonego do systemu oprogramowania 

Abaqus, z wykorzystaniem funkcji homogenizacyjnej �� � �� � �� � �	 . 

Funkcja homogenizacyjna przekształca parametry materiałów składowych �elbetu, czyli betonu �� i stali zbrojeniowej �	
w odpowiednie parametry jednorodnego materiału zast�pczego �� za pomoc� współczynnika homogenizacji ��, który 

przyj�to jako efektywny stopie� zbrojenia elementu �elbetowego �� � ���� . 

Efektywny stopie� zbrojenia elementu �elbetowego przyj�to jako funkcj� ���� �
���� � ����� � ��� � ����� � ��� � �����, gdzie: �� � ���� ��� ��� – zró�nicowane stopnie zbrojenia w kierunkach  � �
��  � !, ��� � 
�� 
��"#$% – znormalizowany współczynnik uwzgl�dniaj�cy zró�nicowane granice plastyczno�ci stali 

zbrojeniowej 
��� � &
��� 
��� 
��' wzgl�dem maksymalnej granicy plastyczno�ci 
��"#$ � ()*&
��'. 
Weryfikacj� modelu materiału zast�pczego przeprowadzono na podstawie analizy numerycznej dla wybranych 

przykładów belki i tarczy. Podstaw� weryfikacji było porównanie uzyskanych wyników dla modeli elementów 

konstrukcyjnych opracowanych przy u�yciu modelu materiału zast�pczego z wynikami eksperymentalnymi dla 

elementów �elbetowych. 

Pierwszym rozwa�anym do�wiadczeniem numerycznym była belka do�wiadczalna Buckhouse’a C1. Stwierdzono, �e 

wyniki uzyskane dla modelu jednorodnej belki z materiału zast�pczego wykazuj� bardzo dobr� zgodno�	 no�no�ci 

granicznej i odpowiadaj�cego przemieszczenia z wynikami do�wiadczenia dla belki �elbetowej. 

Kolejne badania numeryczne przeprowadzono na podstawie tarczy do�wiadczalnej Leonhardta i Walthera WT3. Wyniki 

do�wiadcze� numerycznych dla jednorodnej tarczy z materiału zast�pczego wskazuj� na nieznaczn� (E J) ró�nic�

no�no�ci oraz nieco wi�ksz� (E�;J) ró�nic� maksymalnych przemieszcze� w porównaniu z wynikami do�wiadczenia 

dla tarczy �elbetowej. 

Efektywno�	 metodyki modelowania konstrukcji przy zastosowaniu jednorodnego materiału zast�pczego wskazuje na 

mo�liwo�	 jej skutecznego zastosowania tak�e do analizy numerycznej zło�onych, wielkowymiarowych obiektów 

budowlanych o konstrukcji �elbetowej. 

W zale�no�ci od stopnia zło�ono�ci analizy obliczeniowej proponowany model materiału zast�pczego mo�na stosowa	

w odniesieniu do pojedynczych elementów konstrukcyjnych (najwy�szy stopie� aproksymacji współczynnika 

homogenizacyjnego), do poszczególnych obszarów konstrukcji, np. kondygnacji (po�redni stopie�) lub nawet do całej 

konstrukcji (najni�szy stopie� aproksymacji jako pierwsze przybli�enie rozwi�zania). 
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